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Java & XML, 2nd Edition: Solutions to Real-World ProblemsO'Reilly, 2001

	While the XML "buzz" still dominates talk among Internet developers, the critical need is for information that cuts through the hype and lets Java programmers put XML to work. Java & XML shows how to use the APIs, tools, and tricks of XML to build real-world applications, with the end result that both the data and the...
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Beginning XML, Second EditionWrox Press, 2001
Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a rapidly maturing technology with powerful real-world applications, particularly for the management, display, and transport of data. Together with its many related technologies, it has become the standard for data and document delivery on the Web.
This book teaches you all you need to know about XML –...
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XQueryO'Reilly, 2007
With the XQuery 1.0 standard, you finally have a tool that will make it much easier to search, extract and manipulate information from XML content stored in databases. This in-depth tutorial not only walks you through the XQuery specification, but also teaches you how to program with this widely anticipated query language.
XQuery is...
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XML and ASP.NETSams Publishing, 2002
XML and ASP.NET is the one book  you need to master XML in the .NET Framework. It includes all of the  technologies needed to program .NET web applications including XPath, XSLT, XML  Schemas, and the Microsoft XML Parsers. This book also incorporates an  incredible breadth of XML technologies...
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Pro T-SQL Programmer's GuideApress, 2015

	Pro T–SQL Programmer’s Guide is your guide to making the best use of the powerful, Transact-SQL programming language that is built into Microsoft SQL Server's database engine. This edition is updated to cover the new, in-memory features that are part of SQL Server 2014. Discussing new and existing features, the book...
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Essential XML Quick Reference: A Programmer's Reference to XML,  XPath, XSLT, XML Schema, SOAP, and MoreAddison Wesley, 2001
"Finally, a complete and thorough reference book covering all of the most important XML technologies, including the latest addition (XML Schema), in one concise and consistent presentation. I will definitely have this book close at hand."
—Chris Lovett, Product Unit Manager, B2B Web Services, Microsoft
...
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Java XML and JSONApress, 2016

	
		
			
				Java XML and JSON is your one-stop guide to mastering the XML metalanguage and JSON data format along with significant Java APIs for parsing and creating XML/JSON documents (and more). The first six chapters focus on XML along with the SAX, DOM, StAX, XPath, and XSLT APIs. The remaining four...
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Instant NokogiriPackt Publishing, 2013

	
		Learning data scraping and parsing in Ruby using the Nokogiri gem

	
		Overview

		
			Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results
	
			Master Nokogiri with the use of clear, step-by-step instructions and real world examples
	...
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XPath EssentialsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
This book is a learn-by-doing book. It is for anybody who needs to start using XPath today. Throughout the chapters of this book, you will be shown example after example of working code that uses XPath. As you work through the text and the examples, I think you will find code that you can adapt or extend to your own needs and purposes. Because the...
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The XML Companion (3rd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2001
 XML Companion – 3/e  This fully revised edition of this popular book is now up-to-date and even more comprehensive than before. If you're a current or potential XML user looking for just one reference to get you up to speed on XML with clarity, comprehensive coverage and precision, then this book will be your essential and...
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SQL Server 2000 Stored Procedure & XML Programming (2nd Edition)McGraw-Hill, 2003
Design T-SQL and SQLXML Solutions

Discover the key concepts, techniques, tips, and tricks professional developers need to know in order to take full advantage of stored procedures in the SQL Server environment. SQL Server 2000 Stored Procedure & XML Programming, Second Edition teaches you to manage SQL Server resources using...
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Python & XMLO'Reilly, 2001
If you are a Python programmer who wants to incorporate XML into your skill set, this is the book for you. Python has attracted a wide variety of developers, who use it either as glue to connect critical programming tasks together, or as a complete cross-platform application development language. Yet, because it is object-oriented and has powerful...
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